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If you are a private investor, you should not act or rely on this document but should contact your professional advisor. 



Equities lead global asset returns – growth style recovers  - VIX declines

Equities rally, bonds & gold decline Value leads growth in 2020

Market performance 2021 to date
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Peak bloom day of cherry blossoms in Kyoto, Japan, 812 to 2021

Source: Washington Post

Cherry blossoms in Japan peak on the earliest date in 1,200 years
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The time of flowering was stable until the mid 20th century but has shifted steadily earlier in recent decades. This is the 
ninth year of earlier flowering in a row. There may be some impact from a ‘heat island’ effect from surrounding 
buildings but the early flowering is largely attributed to the global warming effects of man-made climate change

https://www.washingtonpost.com/weather/2021/03/29/japan-kyoto-cherry-blossoms-record/


To mark ‘Earth Day’, 22nd April, US President Biden hosted a climate summit of world leaders

New commitments on climate change mitigation
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Key commitments made on emissions:

• US: 50% reductions below 2005 levels by 2030

• China:  Reduce coal use 2026-30 & carbon 
neutrality 2060

• Brazil: 2050 Carbon neutrality (vs 2060 before)

• Japan: 46% emissions reductions by 2030 (26% 
previously)

• EU:  55% reductions by 2035 below 1990 levels

• UK: 78% reductions by 2035 below 1990 levels

Photo: Wikipedia



Updated nationally determined contribution, “Reducing greenhouse gases in the United States: 
A 2030 emissions target”

United States historic emissions and projected emissions under 2030 target

Source: UN Climate Change:  https://www4.unfccc.int/sites/ndcstaging/PublishedDocuments/United%20States%20of%20America%20First/United%20States%20NDC%20April%2021%202021%20Final.pdf

So what has happened?
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Power & transport more aggressively decarbonised

US CO2 emissions with ambitious power & transport decarbonisation for ~50% fall versus 2005

What does the US sectoral trajectory look like?
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Source: Breakthrough Institute 22.4.2021

Under this scenario 
by 2030:

• Power sector 
emissions decline 
by 83% in 2030 
relative to 2005 
levels. 

• Transport -33%
• Residential  - 26% 
• Industrial - 19%
• Commercial -10%



Governments have taken extraordinary action to tackle an unprecedented emergency, but…

A green big deal…? Are we building back better? Not yet
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$14.6 trillion 
public spending stimulus

$341 
billion2.5%

In response to COVID19, the fifty largest 
economies announced $14.6tn in fiscal 
spending in 2020

$11.1tn was directed to
immediate pandemic rescue efforts

$1.9 
trillion

$1.9tn (13.0%) was for long-
term economic recovery

Source: UNEP Oxford Smith School April 2021 “Are we building back better?” https://wedocs.unep.org/bitstream/handle/20.500.11822/35281/AWBBB.pdf

$341bn (2.5%) was ‘green’ 
spending likely to reduce 
GHG emissions, reduce air 
pollution, and/or 
strengthen natural capital

13%

https://wedocs.unep.org/bitstream/handle/20.500.11822/35281/AWBBB.pdf


Manufacturing sentiment already at 10 year high Historic & required global investment in climate agenda

Source: Global Landscape of Climate Finance 2019 & IPCC

Climate spending is just beginning & already manufacturing 
sentiment is at 10 year highs…
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Bond yields trend higher – earnings and dividends climb – volatility to rise

Global strategy update April 2021

Bonds Strong Underweight 
• Strong UW Government Bonds – a robust global recovery implies upside risks for yields
• UW Investment Grade Credit – massive bond issuance to fund climate agenda – yields/spreads rise

Equities Overweight 
• OW Global equities –earnings have scope to surprise – opportunity for climate focused industrial holdings
• OW UK equities – valuations attractive - flow of funds back to UK probable on Brexit deal
• OW EM equities – China centric Asia has longer timeframe but huge opportunities for climate investment

Alternatives Overweight
• OW Other Alternatives– infrastructure and renewables offer inflation + returns from climate transition 
• OW Uncorrelated Alternatives – add to gold positions following recent price correction

Cash Overweight 
• Favour cash holdings rather than risk capital loss in bonds
• No currency preference given similar macroeconomic policies/rates worldwide

Risks Current: Unequal distribution of vaccines, risk of disorderly bond markets, physical manifestation of climate change
Longer-term: Inflation, central bank policy error, stranded assets & climate disruption to business models

Global climate agenda a key factor in asset allocation
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Important information

If you are a private investor, you should not act or rely on this document but should contact your professional advisor. 

This document has been approved by Sarasin & Partners LLP of Juxon House, 100 St Paul’s Churchyard, London, EC4M 8BU, a limited liability partnership registered in 
England & Wales with registered number OC329859 which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority with firm reference number 475111. 

It has been prepared solely for information purposes and is not a solicitation, or an offer to buy or sell any security. The information on which the document is based has 
been obtained from sources that we believe to be reliable, and in good faith, but we have not independently verified such information and no representation or warranty, 
express or implied, is made as to their accuracy. All expressions of opinion are subject to change without notice. 

Please note that the prices of shares and the income from them can fall as well as rise and you may not get back the amount originally invested. This can be as a result of 
market movements and also of variations in the exchange rates between currencies. Past performance is not a guide to future returns and may not be repeated. 

Neither Sarasin & Partners LLP nor any other member of the Bank J. Safra Sarasin group accepts any liability or responsibility whatsoever for any consequential loss of any 
kind arising out of the use of this document or any part of its contents. The use of this document should not be regarded as a substitute for the exercise by the recipient of 
his or her own judgment. Sarasin & Partners LLP and/or any person connected with it may act upon or make use of the material referred to herein and/or any of the 
information upon which it is based, prior to publication of this document. If you are a private investor you should not rely on this document but should contact your 
professional adviser. 

© 2021 Sarasin & Partners LLP – all rights reserved. This document can only be distributed or reproduced with permission from Sarasin & Partners LLP.
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100 St Paul’s Churchyard
London
EC4M 8BU

T: +44 (0) 20 7038 7000
www. sarasinandpartners.com


